, in the brief year of conva produced all his major poems, Wilfred Owen extensively and purposefully than he had ever don of the period are full of references to writers and war-related topics; he made lists of the books h took full advantage of the entry into wider literary from his new friendships with Siegfried Sassoon Throughout this time Owen was testing and sha sion of his own response to war, his poetry shap distinction to the pervading popular sentiment.
That popular sentiment readily found expressi years 1914-18. The Times noted that: 'In a time poetry's ancient claim to be the great consoler, justifies itself. And any poetry which has somethin truly and finely, is more read now than it has been 'Thousands', commented the Poetry Review (of regular reader) '. . . have changed their attitude been impelled by the war to seek expression in v magazines, and periodicals were correspondin verses'-at first mostly by civilians, and many of th regard for The Times's strictures concerning t Numerous collections and anthologies of verse during the war years: some were aimed at raising f and charitable causes; some, recruitment; some, memorials to the fallen; some, morale. Few raised any question about the essential 1 Wilfred Owen, 'Insensibility', in The Complete Poems and Fragments, ed. J. Stallworthy WILFRED OWEN AND THE SOLDIER POETS 517 'rightness' of the war, or doubted the wisdom prosecution.
As the war dragged into its third year, however, it was poetry written by serving soldiers which increasingly began to attract atten- A persistent-almost wilful-idealization is at work here: the questions being raised by the mechanized mass-slaughter in the trenches are simply not admitted to the Songs of the Soldier Poets. The 'moment' of the appearance of anthologies such as these, in the aftermath of the Somme, is surely significant. There is a striking congruence of sentiment in the poems themselves and in their audience (expressed through sales as well as in popular-press reviews), which suggests that this sort of verse was not merely approved of but actively sought, desired. In a time of bitter uncertainties the voice of However, if Galloway Kyle's anthologies of Soldier Poetry represent 'war poetry' as it was generally accepted and understood in 1916-17, it is hardly surprising that Wilfred Owen did not at first see in such poetry any means of approach to his own war experience. In a letter home from the front he had described 'everything unnatural, broken, blasted . . . the most execrable sights on earth. In poetry we call them the most glorious.'ll That 'we' records Owen's continuing literary aspirations, but the acutely felt disparity between the actuality of war and what passed for the poetry of war helps account for the indeterminate nature of his own writing during the first half of 1917. It was the shock of a different literary encounter, later that summer, with Siegfried Sassoon, and the caustic satire of his 'trench life sketches ',12 which provided the turning-point for Owen, releasing into his own writing energies which were not only creative but also critical. During the twelve months' convalescence that led to his eventual decision to return to France, Owen's developing notions of his own poetic role were distilled as much from his perception of how others thought and wrote about the war as from his own first-hand experiences.
A copy of More Songs survives in Owen's library; this was inscribed and presented to him by a contributing Soldier Poet, 2nd Lt. Murray
McClymont, whom Owen met at base camp in France, early in September 1918. However, Owen must have already read several of the poems anthologized in Songs and More Songs when they had first appeared in the Poetry Review during 1916-17. References in his letters do not indicate a very high opinion of either McClymont's poems or the Soldier Poets as a whole; he refers to them as 'these amalgamations', and the implication is that Owen has for some time shared with Sassoon a dismissive familiarity with their writings.13 This is a familiarity which is also inscribed in Owen's own poetry.
It is of course almost a critical commonplace that Wilfred Owen's poetry is full of echoes-he was, as he described himself, 'a poet's poet'.14 Innumerable allusions bear witness to his wide reading in the Romantic/Victorian tradition, and the influence of Georgian contemporaries is also evident-Monro, Gibson, and Graves, as well as images a random and futile death, far removed from any meaningful 'action' and whose memory offers no comfort or heroic reassurance.
Read thus in the context of Soldier Poetry, the emphasis in the second half of Owen's 'Dulce et Decorum Est' may be seen to fall not merely on 'you', with the implication of ignorant non-participation, but also on those verbs which stress participation: 'if you could pace . . . and watch . . . if you could hear . . .' It is a reading which unleashes a sharper, more unexpected irony, Owen's poem now speaking also to those who have participated, who must have watched and heard, but who apparently still do not really see; those-such as the Soldier Poets-who, having experienced warfare in the trenches, What candles may be held to speed them all? Not in the hands of boys but in their eyes Shall shine the holy glimmers of goodbyes.
The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall; Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds, And each slow dusk a drawing down of blinds. Surface similarities between the two sonnets ar than coincidental, but one of them provides a usefu comparison: the intersection of imagery at the cen 'Across their graves . . . I Still scream the shell strives merely to intensify the brave pathos unknown spot'; but in Owen, 'The shrill, dement shells' inscribes the madness of no man's land where the 'monstrous anger of the guns' and the 'wailing shells' are metonymic of a war that is become its own cause for continuing. Owen's sonnet bitterly contradicts the central premiss of 'A Soldier's Cemetery', which (for all its reiteration of 'lonely' and 'unknown') comprises a series of essentially positive statements: 'there is a shrine . . . war shall cease .', the cemetery will be found, 'fame [will] descend', and so on. All such consolatory possibilities are dismissed as mere 'mockeries' by the relentless sequence of questions, negatives, and quasi-negatives in 'Anthem'. Owen's comprehension of the war discovers no 'plot' (of any kind), however 'broken', to offer the reassurance of ultimate meaning or significance25-'What passing-bells for these who die as cattle?' Streets's final couplet elevates 'each simple cross' into a heroic memorial to many losses, and thus effectively obscures the true implications of the disparity between the (small) number of marked graves and the (unspecified, unimaginable) number of dead. But in 'Anthem' the enormity of the slaughter precludes any of the traditional rituals of consolation or mourning; all that remains is the suffering of unfocused grief down an endless recession of time, and 'each slow dusk a drawing down of blinds'.
An attempt to emulate Siegfried Sassoon is characteristic of many of Owen's early war poems, but 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' (although Sassoon's presence is evident in manuscript corrections26) is more usually cited as an example of Owen's debt to the Romantic tradition.
However, comparison with Soldier Poetry, as exemplified in 'A Soldier's Cemetery', reveals how'Sassoonish' 'Anthem' may in fact be, refusing not only the memorializing rituals of organized religion itself but also the rhetorical tradition which offers poetic memorials as either complementary to, or a substitute for, religion. Reaching beyond mere polemic or specific parody, Owen's poem begins to envisage the chaos of war as an unending condition of modern existence, every individual bearing somewhere brows . . . minds') its scars. Siegfried Sassoon's war poetry had already set its with Soldier Poetry; Owen, however, went on to d more complex response to war, incorporating dia Soldier Poetry and Sassoon. It is instructive to Sassoon, and Soldier Poetry at work, by drawing toge which-to use an apt metaphor-'bleed into' one ano et Decorum Est' and various other of his poems, (completed early in 1918) Reference to biographical detail is, however, less helpful to ou understanding here than is a knowledge that the poem belongs to a popular 'sub-genre' of war poetry-the hospital poem. The following example is by a Soldier Poet, Lt. That these might never be the Foeman's spoil, They gave their lives, their youth, their golden dreams And airy castles, built where Sunlight gleams, And Roses bloom . . .
